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TWO-DIMENSIONAL INTERACTIONSIN A CLASS OF TENSOR GAUGE FIELDSFROM LOCAL BRST COHOMOLOGYE.M. Babalî, C.C. Ciobîr y, E.M. CioroianuzI. Negrux and S.C. S raru{Faulty of Physis, University of Craiova13 A.I. Cuza Str., Craiova RO-1100, Romania(Reeived January 7, 2003)Lagrangian interations in a lass of two-dimensional tensor gauge �eldtheory are derived by means of deforming the solution to the master equa-tion with spei� ohomologial tehniques. Both the gauge transforma-tions and their algebra are deformed. The gauge algebra of the oupledmodel is open.PACS numbers: 11.10.Ef 1. IntrodutionThe key point in the development of the BRST symmetry is representedby its reonstrution on ohomologial grounds [1℄. This ohomologial ap-proah added to the BRST sets extremely powerful apabilities, suh as theinvestigation of perturbative renormalization [2, 3℄, the anomaly-trakingmehanism [3, 4℄, the simultaneous study of loal and rigid invarianes of agiven theory [5℄, as well as the reformulation of the onstrution of onsis-tent interations in gauge theories [6℄ in terms of the deformation theory [7℄,or, atually, in terms of the deformation of the solution to the master equa-tion. A wide lass of models has been studied within the bakground of thedeformation of the master equation [8℄.In this paper we solve the problem of onstruting all onsistent La-grangian interations in a speial lass of two-dimensional tensor gauge �eldtheories from the deformation of the solution to the master equation. Wey e-mail address: iobara�entral.uv.roz e-mail address: manahe�entral.uv.rox e-mail address: inegru�entral.uv.ro{ e-mail address: ssararu�entral.uv.ro(2673)



2674 E.M. Babalî et al.begin with a free two-dimensional theory that involves a vetor �eld and atwo-tensor �eld with no speial symmetry. The gauge transformations ofthe free ation are Abelian and irreduible, suh that we deal with a La-grangian model of Cauhy order two. Consequently, the free anti�eld-BRSTsymmetry deomposes into a sum between the Koszul�Tate di�erential andthe exterior derivative along the gauge orbits only, s = Æ + . Next, we de-form the solution to the master equation of the free model. The �rst-orderdeformation belongs to the zeroth order ohomologial spae of the BRSTdi�erential modulo the exterior spaetime derivative, H0(sjd). Its ompu-tation proeeds by expanding the oyles aording to the antighost num-ber, and by further using the ohomologial spaes H() and H2(Æjd). Weompletely determine the �rst-order deformation, whih stops at antighostnumber two and ontains some antisymmetri funtions that involve onlythe undi�erentiated vetor �eld. Its onsisteny requires that the abovementioned antisymmetri funtions ful�ll a ertain identity, whih is shownto possess solutions. Under these irumstanes, we an set all the defor-mations of order higher than one to be equal to zero. From the deformedsolution to the master equation that is onsistent to all orders in the ou-pling onstant we extrat the Lagrangian ation of the interating model,together with its gauge transformations and aompanying gauge algebra.We �nd that the gauge transformations are modi�ed with respet to theinitial ones, while their algebra is open.2. The BRST symmetry of the free modelWe begin with the Lagrangian ation in two spaetime dimensionsS0 [A�� ; B�℄ = Z d2x"��A����B�; (2.1)where the �elds are bosoni, and A�� is a two-tensor �eld with no spei�symmetry. The notation "�� signi�es the two-dimensional antisymmetrisymbol, with "01 = +1. We work with the �at Minkowskian metri g�� ofsignature (1;�1). Ation (2.1) is invariant under the gauge transformationsÆ�A�� = ���� ; Æ�B� = 0 ; (2.2)with �� the bosoni vetor gauge parameter.In order to onstrut the BRST symmetry of this free model, we intro-due the �eld/ghost, respetively, anti�eld spetra�� = (A�� ; B�; ��) ; ��� = (A��� ; B��; ���) ; (2.3)where �� represents the fermioni ghost assoiated with the vetor gauge pa-rameter ��. The above gauge transformations are Abelian and irreduible.



Two-Dimensional Interating Tensor Gauge Fields 2675Consequently, the BRST di�erential s redues to the sum between theKoszul�Tate di�erential Æ and the exterior longitudinal derivative  onlys = Æ +  ; (2.4)that are, respetively, graded in terms of the antighost number (antigh) andthe pure ghost number (pgh). While the Koszul�Tate di�erential (Æ2 = 0,antigh (Æ) = �1, pgh (Æ) = 0) realizes a resolution of smooth funtions de-�ned on the stationary surfae of �eld equations, the exterior longitudinalderivative (pgh () = 1, antigh () = 0) antiommutes with Æ and turnsout to be a true di�erential in the partiular ase of the model under study�2 = 0�. Its ohomologial spae at pure ghost number zero omputed inthe homology of Æ, H0 (jH� (Æ)), is given by the algebra of Lagrangianphysial observables, and is in the meantime isomorphi to the zeroth orderohomologial spae of s, H0 (s), that ontains the so-alled BRST observ-ables. The degrees (antigh) and (pgh) of the BRST generators (2.3) aregiven by pgh (A��) = 0 ; pgh (B�) = 0 ;pgh (��) = 1 ; pgh (���) = 0 ; (2.5)antigh ���� = 0 ; antigh (A���) = 1 ; (2.6)antigh (B��) = 1 ; antigh (���) = 2 ; (2.7)while the ations of Æ and  read asÆA�� = 0 ; ÆB� = 0 ; Æ�� = 0 ; (2.8)ÆA��� = �"����B�;ÆB�� = "����A��;Æ��� = ���A���; (2.9)A�� = ���� ; B� = 0; �� = 0 ; (2.10)A��� = 0 ; B�� = 0 ; ��� = 0 : (2.11)The overall degree of the BRST omplex is named ghost number (gh) and isde�ned like the di�erene between the pure ghost number and the antighostnumber, suh that gh (s) = 1. The BRST symmetry of the free model isanonially generated in the struture of antibraket (; ) via a generator (0)S ,namely, s� = ��; (0)S�. This struture is de�ned by dereeing the �elds/ghosts



2676 E.M. Babalî et al.onjugated in the antibraket with the orresponding anti�elds. The anon-ial generator is bosoni, its ghost number is equal to zero, and representsthe solution to the master equation �(0)S ; (0)S� = 0. Its expression is foundby means of developing (0)S aording to the antighost number. In the aseof our free model, it takes the simple form(0)S= S0 + Z d2xA������� ; (2.12)and ontains only omponents of antighost number equal to zero and one.3. The deformation proedureA onsistent deformation of the free ation (2.1) and of its gauge invari-anes (2.2) de�nes a deformation of the orresponding solution to the mas-ter equation that preserves both the master equation and the �eld/anti�eldspetra. So, if S0 [A�� ; B�℄ + g R d2xa0 +O �g2� stands for a onsistent de-formation of the free ation, with deformed gauge transformations �Æ�A�� =���� + g��� +O �g2� ; �Æ�B� = g�� +O �g2�, then the deformed solution tothe master equation S =(0)S +g Z d2xa+O �g2� (3.1)satis�es (S; S) = 0, where a = a0 + A��� ���� + B�� ��� + `more' (g is theso-alled deformation parameter or oupling onstant). The terms ���� , ���are obtained by replaing the gauge parameters �� with the fermioni ghosts�� in the funtions ��� and ��.The master equation (S; S) = 0 holds to order g if and only ifsa = ��j�; (3.2)for some loal j�. This means that the nontrivial �rst-order onsistent in-terations belong to H0 (sjd), where d is the exterior spae-time derivative.In the ase where a is a oboundary modulo d (a = s� + ��b�), then thedeformation is trivial (it an be eliminated by a rede�nition of the �elds).In order to investigate the solution to (3.2), we develop a aording to theantighost numbera = a0 + a1 + : : : + aJ ; antigh (ak) = k ; (3.3)where the last term an be assumed to be annihilated by , aJ = 0. Thus,we need to know the ohomology of , H (), in order to determine the



Two-Dimensional Interating Tensor Gauge Fields 2677terms of the highest antighost number in a. From (2.10)�(2.11) it is simpleto see that the ohomology of  is generated by �[�A�℄�, B�, A��� , B��, ���together with their spaetime derivatives, as well as by the undi�erentiatedghosts ��. (The derivatives of the ghosts are disarded from H () sinethey are -exat, as results from the �rst formula in (2.10).) If we denoteby eM (��) a basis in the spae of the polynomials in the ghosts, it followsthat the general solution to the equation aJ = 0 takes the formaJ = �J ���[�A�℄�� ; [B�℄ ; [A��� ℄ ; [B��℄ ; [���℄� eJ (��) ; (3.4)where antigh (�J) = J and pgh �eJ (��)� = J . In (3.4) the notation f ([q℄)signi�es that f depends on q and its derivatives up to a �nite order.By projeting the equation (3.2) on antighost number (J � 1), we obtainÆaJ + aJ�1 = ��m�: (3.5)Inserting (3.4) into (3.5), it follows that the existene of aJ�1 requires that�J pertains to HJ (Æjd) , i.e., Æ!J = ��n�: (3.6)On the other hand, sine the free model under onsideration is of Cauhyorder two, from [9℄ it follows that Hk (Æjd) = 0 for k > 2, so we an assumethat the development (3.3) stops at antighost number twoa = a0 + a1 + a2 ; (3.7)where a2 is of the form (3.4) with J = 2, and �2 belongs to H2 (Æjd). Onthe one hand, the most general representative of H2 (Æjd) is�2 = ÆWÆB� ��� + 12"�� Æ2WÆB�ÆB�A���A���; (3.8)whereW �B�� is an arbitrary funtion that involves only the undi�erentiatedvetor �elds. On the other hand, the elements of pure ghost number two ofa basis in the ghosts are of the type����: (3.9)Combining (3.8) with (3.9), we �nd that the last omponent in (3.7) beomesa2 = 12 �ÆW��ÆB� ��� + 12"�� Æ2W��ÆB�ÆB�A���A���� ���� ; (3.10)where the funtions W�� are antisymmetri, W�� = �W��, due to theantiommutation of the ghosts. Then, the equation (3.5) for J = 2 takes



2678 E.M. Babalî et al.the form Æa2 + a1 = ��m�. Taking into aount (3.10), we determine thepiee of antighost number one from the �rst-order deformation likea1 = �ÆW��ÆB� A���A �� �� �W��B���� : (3.11)Further, (3.2) projeted on antighost number zero produes the equationÆa1 + a0 = ��k�, whose solution reads asa0 = �12"��W��A �� A �� : (3.12)Putting together the relations (3.10�3.12), we an write down the �rst-orderdeformation of the solution to the master equation orresponding to the freemodel under study asS1 = Z d2x��12"��W��A �� A �� � ÆW��ÆB� A���A �� �� �W��B����+12 �ÆW��ÆB� ��� + 12"�� Æ2W��ÆB�ÆB�A���A���� ����� : (3.13)Next, we investigate the higher-order deformations. If we make the no-tations S2 = R d2xb and (S1; S1) = R d2x�, the seond-order deformation issubjet to the equation (written in loal form)� = �2sb+ ����: (3.14)With the help of (3.13), by diret omputation we arrive at(S1; S1) = Z d2x�m��� �"��A �� A �� �� +B��������Æm���ÆB� �A���A �� ���� + 13�����������16"�� Æ2m���ÆB�ÆB� A���A���������� ; (3.15)where we employed the notationm��� = W�[� ÆW��℄ÆB� : (3.16)Sine none of the terms in (3.15) an be written like in the right hand-sideof (3.14), the onsisteny of the �rst-order deformation requires thatm��� = 0 : (3.17)



Two-Dimensional Interating Tensor Gauge Fields 2679The solution to (3.17) reads asW�� (B�) = 1"��W (B�) + 2 �"��B�B� � "��B�B�� ; (3.18)where W (B�) is a salar funtion depending on the undi�erentiated vetor�eld B�, while 1 and 2 are some onstants. Then, the solution to (3.14)an be taken of the form b = 0, whih further yields S2 = 0. Aordingly,we �nd that all the equations that stipulate the higher-order deformationsof the solution to the master equation are satis�ed for Sk = 0, k > 2.4. Identi�ation of the interating theorySo far, we have onstruted the omplete deformed solution to the masterequation for the model under disussion, whih is onsistent to all orders inthe oupling onstant, of the typeS = Z d2x�"��A�����B� + 12gW ��A���+A��� ����� � g ÆW��ÆB� A �� ���� gB��W����+12g�ÆW��ÆB� ��� + 12"�� Æ2W��ÆB�ÆB�A���A���� ����� ; (4.1)where W�� (B�) is given by (3.18). With the help of (4.1), we identify theresulting interating theory and its gauge struture. Thus, the omponent ofantighost number zero is nothing but the Lagrangian ation of the oupledtheory �S0 [A�� ; B�℄ = Z d2x�"��A�����B� + 12gW ��A���� : (4.2)The terms linear in the anti�elds of the original �elds provide the gaugetransformations of the ation (4.2) like�Æ�A�� = ���� � g ÆW��ÆB� A �� ��; �Æ�B� = �gW����; (4.3)suh that the gauge generators in De Witt ondensed notations are expressedby Z(A)��� = g���� � g ÆW��ÆB� A �� ; Z(B)�� = �gW��: (4.4)Regarding the antighost number two piees, they are of two kinds: onesare linear in the anti�elds of the ghosts, while the others are quadrati in



2680 E.M. Babalî et al.the anti�elds of the �elds. This means that the deformed gauge algebraof the interating theory is non-Abelian, and, more preisely, open. Theommutators among the gauge transformations (4.3) take the onrete form(again in De Witt notations)Z(A)��� ÆZ(A)���ÆA�� �Z(A)��� ÆZ(A)���ÆA�� + Z(B)�� ÆZ(A)���ÆB�= g ÆW��ÆB Z(A)�� + g"�� Æ2W��ÆB�ÆB� Æ �S0ÆA�� ; (4.5)Z(B)�� ÆZ(B)��ÆB� � Z(B)�� ÆZ(B)��ÆB� = g ÆW��ÆB Z(B)� : (4.6)Obviously, the gauge transformations (4.3) are irreduible, just like those ofthe free model. 5. ConlusionTo onlude, in this paper we have shown that there exist onsistentand nontrivial Lagrangian interations whih an be introdued in a speiallass of two-dimensional tensor gauge �eld theories. Starting with the BRSTdi�erential of the free theory, we fully ompute the �rst-order deformation,whih ontains some antisymmetri funtions of the undi�erentiated vetor�eld. Next, we investigate its onsisteny, and evaluate the appearane ofhigher-order deformations. It turns out that the onsisteny of the defor-mation proedure restrits the antisymmetri funtions to ful�ll a ertainidentity, in whih ase all the higher-order deformations an be taken tovanish. As a result, we derive a oupled model with modi�ed gauge trans-formations, endowed with an open gauge algebra.This work has been supported from a type A grant of the Romanian Na-tional Counil for Aademi Sienti� Researh (CNCSIS) and the Ministryof Eduation and Researh (MEC).REFERENCES[1℄ E.S. Fradkin, G.A. Vilkovisky, Phys. Lett. B55, 224 (1975); I.A. Batalin,G.A. Vilkovisky, Phys. Lett. B69, 309 (1977); E.S. Fradkin, T.E. Fradkina,Phys. Lett.B72, 343 (1978); I.A. Batalin, G.A. Vilkovisky, Phys. Lett.B102, 27(1981); I.A. Batalin, E.S. Fradkin, Phys. Lett. B122, 157 (1983); I.A. Batalin,G.A. Vilkovisky, Phys. Rev. D28, 2567 (1983); I.A. Batalin, G.A. Vilkovisky,
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